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Abstract 
The helicopter is an underactuated system with highly coupled nonlinear dynamics. 
This thesis presents two adaptive controllers for autonomous helicopters on visual 
servoing as well as position control and attitude stabilization subjecting to various 
uncertainties. 
In the first problem, the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the perspective 
camera, as well as the 3-D information of the static features are assumed to be 
unknown. We employ the depth-independent interaction matrices for autonomous 
helicopters to map the image error so that the close-loop dynamics can be linearly 
parameterized by the aforementioned unknowns. An error vector that is linear to the 
unknown parameters is then defined in conjunction with an adaptive algorithm for 
on-line estimation of the unknown parameters. The stability of the close-loop 
dynamics is proven using the Lyapunov method and is demonstrated via simulations. 
The second problem considered involves uncertainties in the relative position of 
the inertia measurement unit (IMU) to the center of gravity (C.G..), which lead to a 
deviation on sensor readings from the true values that would have been measured 
from the C.G.., which in turn affects the control performance based on the assumption 
that information of the position, velocity and acceleration are obtained exactly from 
the C.G. The proposed controller involves an adaptive algorithm that accounts for the 
uncertainties, and is developed based on backstepping method. Stability of the 
closed-loop systems is proved theoretically with the use of Lyapunov method. 
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C.G. : Center of Gravity. 
DOF : Degree of Freedom. 
3D : 3 Dimensional. 
NED : North East Down. 
IMU : Inertia Measurement Unit. 
Typeset Notations 
u : Scalar quantity. 
u : Vector quantity. 
U : Matrix quantity. 
li, ii : First and second order time derivative. 
u : Estimated quantity. 
u : Estimation error. 
u : Normalized quantity. 
diagO : Diagonal matrix with elements in the bracket as the diagonal 
entries. 
[ ] : Matrix or vector elements. 
Operators 
d : Partial derivative operator. 
U : Dot product for vector. 
X : Cross product for vector. 
sk{a.)b : Cross product of vector a and vector b. 
s, c : Sine and cosine functions. 
[ Y : Matrix or vector transpose. 
[] ' ' : Matrix or vector inverse. 
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1.1 Motivation and Literature Review 
Miniature helicopters have numerous potential applications, such as surveillance and 
reconnaissance. They are important when it comes to performing a desired task in 
hazardous and inaccessible environments, and where furtiveness is required [1]. 
A miniature helicopter is a challenging testbed for nonlinear control, due to the 
nonlinearity of the dynamics and strong coupling between the control inputs. 
Moreover, a helicopter is an underactuated mechanical system, that is, a system has 
more degrees of freedom than independent control inputs, making it more complex 
for the controller design. 
There are a variety of researches conducted on the control of miniature 
helicopters. One typical research interest is on the position control of miniature 
helicopters. Koo and Sastry [10] proposed a feedback linearization controller based on 
the rigid-body dynamics around the hovering position. They showed that partial 
feedback linearization and state-space linearization are not suitable for the control of 
such a system, because of the resulting unstable zero dynamics, such as the angular 
motion in the roll and pitch directions. Instead of exact input-output linearization, they 
used an approximate linearization by neglecting the couplings between the rolling 
(pitching) moments and lateral (longitudinal) accelerations. An approximate output 
tracking control law is shown to be able to stabilize the system internal dynamics. 
Mahony and Lozano [42] also proposed a path tracking controller for a helicopter 
in hover maneuver based on a simplified dynamic model. Since the reduced model 
does not contain unstable zero dynamics, arbitrarily accurate tracking control can be 
achieved with high gain control, under moderate maneuver. 
In recent years, the application of modern nonlinear control theory to helicopter 
control has attracted an increasing attention of the control community. Kondak et al. 
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[43] proposed a two-loop controller; Tayebi and McGilvray [22] developed a 
controller for attitude stabilization using the PD2 feedback structure; Isidori and 
Lorenzo et al. [12] designed a nonlinear controller based on nonlinear adaptive output 
regulations and robust stabilization of systems in feedforward form by means of 
saturated controls. 
One important capability that many applications may require is that of a 
miniature helicopter being able to lock on and track ground moving objects with 
integrated vision systems. With the aim of achieving this task, it is of interest to 
design a controller with which the vehicle can regulate itself to a position where the 
projection of the ground feature goes to the desired configuration. The approach using 
machine vision to provide closed-loop position control is referred to as visual 
servoing. 
Visual seroving is originally developed for serial-link robot manipulators in an 
eye-in-hand configuration, i.e. with the camera mounted on the robot's end-effector 
[2]. This technique is later applied on mobile robots [27]-[33], and more recently, on 
aerial vehicles such as helicopters [34]-[41]. It should be noted that the visual 
servoing approaches developed for robot manipulators or ground mobile robots 
cannot be extended to visual servoing of helicopters because of the differences in 
dynamics. The aforementioned dynamic features of a helicopter pose extreme 
difficulties into the design of visual servoing controller for a helicopter [6]. 
Visual servoing can be categorized into two main classes: Position-based method 
involve reconstruction of the target pose with respect to the robot and results in a 
Cartesian motion planning problem. Image-based methods work directly with the 
vision data, such that the task is accomplished once the features reach the goal 
configuration [3]. The image-based approach maps image feature errors directly to 
control values, and therefore has the advantage to be inherently robust to the errors 
caused by geometric model and camera calibration. 
There are few existing works reported on visual servoing of an autonomous 
helicopter. O.Shakernia et al. [4] proposed a nonlinear controller based on differential 
flatness for vision based landing maneuver; E. Altug [5] introduced a two camera pose 
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estimation scheme to control the altitude and yaw of a quadrotor. Both of these works 
have made use of the position-based methods. Regarding the image-based approach, 
R. Mahony designed an IBVS control to track parallel linear features for 
underactuated dynamics [6], where spherical camera is used instead of traditional 
perspective camera; N. Guenard et al. [7] presented a visual servo controller for a 
quadrotor UAV to control the full dynamics of the UAV. In the last two literatures, the 
controllers have made use of the spherical camera, which is not common in practice. 
Moreover, they did not consider the uncertainties that affect the kinematic model. In 
real applications, it is very difficult to calibrate the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters 
of the camera. Therefore it is useful to develop a visual servoing approach that can 
cope with these uncertainties. 
Beside those of the aforementioned literature, there are many different controllers 
proposed in literature for miniature helicopters (see [16]-[26] to mention a few). 
Mostly, the control strategies are developed based on simplified models which retain 
the main features of real miniature helicopters [8]. 
A common assumption based on which the existing control laws are developed is 
that the sensor reading exactly corresponds to the system states, i.e. the sensor is 
placed at the position of the center of gravity of the helicopter. However, in real 
application this cannot be easily achieved, the sensor position is often uncalibrated 
with respect to the center of gravity. It is shown later that in such case the reading 
from the sensor has a deviation from the true values that would have been measured 
from the center of gravity. While the deviation is uncalibrated, the desired 
measurement can never be obtained. As a result, the performance of the controller will 
be affected by the inaccurate readings. Thus it is of interest to look for a control 
algorithm that take into account the unknown information. 
1.2 Background 
A classical helicopter has a main rotor that provides lift as well as the roll and pitch 
controls, and a tail rotor that provides an anti-torque to counteract the torque reaction 
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resulted from the spinning action of the main rotor. Although a full-size and a 
small-size helicopter share some common features, there is a large difference in their 
dynamic behavior. The differences between a full-scale helicopter and a small-size 
helicopter have been examined by a number of literatures [13]-[15]. To summarize, a 
small helicopter tend to be naturally more maneuverable and more responsive than its 
counterpart. The main feature of a model helicopter is that it often adopts a Bell-Hiller 
mixing rotor head, which has different structure and dynamics than the Bell system 
used in the full-scale helicopter. 
It is a very challenging task to fly small helicopters, since they are unstable, 
multivariable and nonlinear. Four main inputs are necessary to control their motions, 
longitudinal and lateral cyclic for horizontal motions in their respective directions; 
collective for vertical motion; and pedal for yaw motion. The response of the vehicle 
to each of these inputs has secondary effects in addition to the primary, intended 
response. Moreover, the vehicle's dynamic characteristics change as it changes the 
flight conditions; the vehicle responses to control actions in hover flight differ from 
their responses in cruise flight [13]. 
In this thesis, we ignore the mechanism involved in the process of generating the 
physical inputs from the control signals. We employ a rigid body model for the design 
of visual servoing control, and a model that couples the rigid body and rotor dynamics 
for the design of position control. 
1.3 Research Overview 
The work presented in this thesis consists of two parts. The first part studies the visual 
servoing problem of a miniature helicopter with the uncalibrated camera. We first 
derive the depth independent interaction matrix from the kinematic equations of the 
image features. Then we employ the depth independent interaction matrix to map the 
image error so that the close-loop dynamics can be linearly parameterized by the 
unknown parameters associated with the uncalibrated camera and the unknown 3-D 
information of the static features. We subsequently define an error vector that is linear 
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to the unknown parameters. With the use of the error vector, we propose an adaptive 
algorithm for on-line estimation of the unknown parameters. We present the controller 
design in the next and prove the stability of the close-loop dynamics using the 
Lyapunov method. Finally, Simulation results are illustrated and briefly discussed. 
The second part considers the position control and attitude stabilization problem 
with uncalibrated sensor position w.r.t. the center of gravity of the helicopter. We 
develop the control algorithm via the backstepping technique, and propose an 
adaptive algorithm to cope with the effect of the unknown parameters. Stability 
analysis is conducted via Lyapunov method. Simulation results are presented and 
discussed at the end. 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
This thesis starts with describing the simplified dynamic model of the helicopter in 
chapter 2, where the kinematics of the image features that are used in visual servoing 
are also introduced. 
Chapter 3 discusses the visual servoing problem. Firstly we briefly describe the 
controller design procedure for each type of image feature. Next we give the stability 
analysis of the proposed controllers, which is followed by a description of the 
simulation setup. Finally we present simulation results. 
Chapter 4 describes the automatic control of a helicopter that considers the 
uncertainties of the sensor calibration. The model used in the controller design will be 
described first. We detail in subsequent the development process of the control 
algorithm. Finally simulation results are provided to verify the control performance. 
The thesis concludes with Chapter 5，where we also suggest possible future 
works. 
Appendix and Bibliography will constitute the last part of this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 
Kinematic and Dynamic Modeling 
A rigid body model is given in this chapter and will be used later on in visual servoing 
control design. Two types of image features are used for the visual servoing, i.e. the 
point feature and the line feature. The kinematics of the perspective projection of 
these features will be provided in the second and the third part of this chapter. 
Physical quantities are transformed among three reference frames, the inertial frame 
that is stationary with respect to the ground, the helicopter body frame that is fixed to 
the airframe with the zero point at the center of gravity, and the camera frame which 
is also fixed to the airframe but with a zero point at the focal center of the camera. The 
Euclidean Plucker representation of a line feature is adopted in the kinematics 
equations of the line feature. 
2.1 Helicopter Dynamics 
A comprehensive modeling for a small helicopter usually consider the helicopter to be 
a rigid body (the fuselage) coupled by the rotating rotor disk. However, for moderate 
maneuver, which is the case in visual seroing (the helicopter is assumed to move 
within a constrained area where the image feature is within the field of view), a rigid 
body dynamic model is sufficient. Consider a helicopter as a rigid-body system with 
six degrees of freedom in the 3D space, and then the dynamics of the helicopter 
expressed in the helicopter body frame is given as follows: 
wv(r) = -m(o(0 X v(0 + f ( 0 - R^ {t)mgk (2.1) 
H/,cb(/) = -co(0 X H/,co(/) + (；(/) (2.2) 
where m and H/, denote the mass of the helicopter and the inertia matrix about the 
center of gravity respectively. v(0 stands for the translational velocity and (o(0 
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stands for the angular velocity of the helicopter. The matrix R(/) is the rotation 
matrix between the body and the inertial frame, k is the unit vector in z direction. 
f ( 0 denotes the input forces and denotes the resultant moment acting on the 
center of mass of the airframe. The gravitational force is always acting downwards 
with respect to the inertial frame. Note that all quantities are expressed w.r.t. the 
helicopter body frame. The inertia matrix H；, takes the following form 
"//xv 0 0 _ 
H/, = 0 Hyy -Hy, (2.3) 
_ 0 -Hyz Hzz 
It can be proven that Hy, is a positive definite matrix (see Appendix A). 
A helicopter typically has four real inputs that can be manipulated independently. 
Let T\,T2, and v^  denote the scalar components of the main rotor thrust in the body 
fixed X’ y and z direction, and let T4 denote the 1-dimensional tail rotor thrust in the 
body fixed x direction. Assume that the four inputs directly correspond to the main 
rotor thrust and the tail rotor thrust, then we have: 
= BT(/) (2.4) 
where T(/) = (ri, r!,�3，74，and matrix B takes the following form 
1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
B = (2.5) 
-rcHz rcEy 0 
^CEz —f^ —fCKx fCFz 
_—fCi;y fCEx _ 
where n:i': is the position vector of the main rotor hub, rc/.' is the position vector of 
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the tail rotor hub, and jj. is the induced torque coefficient (see Appendix B) of the 
main rotor, which is assumed to be a constant in this thesis. Recall that the zero point 
of the helicopter body frame is at the center of gravity. The input forces acting on the 
center of gravity, as well as the positions of the rotor hubs are shown in the schematic 
diagram below. 
‘‘ z 
< C . G . y 
Figure 2.1: Input forces acting on the C.G. 
With the above definitions, we can combine the dynamic equations (2.1) and 
(2.2): 
H :/�+C(a)(0)�/�+g(R(0) = BT(0 (2.6) 
where 
H = f ‘ 3 0 叫 (2.7) 
、03x3 H/, ^ 
_ ) = [ • _ ) 03X3 1 (2.8) 
L 03x3 -s/c(H,MO)J 
and 
g(R(0) = R''(0^gk (2.9) 
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2.2 Kinematics of Point Feature Projection 
A feature point is fixed on the ground and is seen by the perspective camera installed 
on the helicopter. The perspective projection of a feature point located at the position 




Figure 2.2 Perspective projection of a point feature 
Note that the superscript on the left indicates the frame w.r.t. which the quantity is 
measured, in this thesis the superscripts e, h, and c are used to indicate the inertial 
frame, the helicopter body frame, and the camera frame respectively. Let "^(Z) 
represent the 3D position of the helicopter, measured from the center of gravity (C.G.), 
at time /，then we obtain the position of the feature point with respect to the helicopter 
body frame 
"x(/) = R''’ ( / ) ( � - � ( / ) ) (2.10) 
Note that the rotation matrix R(/) is dependent on the Euler angles, and it is always 
of full rank. Differentiating equation (2.10) w.r.t. time yields 
• dt (2.11) 
= 的 o r � - 聊 -
It should be noted that 
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R''{t)R(t) = sk{(o{t)) (2.12) 
where •sA:(a)b is equivalent of a x b . By substituting (2.12) into (2.11)， 
成 ( R 7 ’ ( , r x - 训 ( 2 . 1 3 ) 
where 13x3 is a 3x3 identity matrix. Let R � s t a n d for the rotation matrix between 
the body frame and the camera frame, and let ''Vc denote the position vector of the 
zero point of the camera frame w.r.t. the body frame, then the position of the feature 
point w.r.t. the camera frame can be derived from (2.10) as follows 
fRj ' - R l ' M i t ) - 帥 ) Y � ] (2.14) 
~l0ix3 1 儿 。 1 J l U 
V > V V 
TC-' \-、 
By taking the time derivative of '’x(/)，we have 
fy(t) \ 
^•x(0 = (-Rc / � (2.15) 
where we define X as the homogenous transformation matrix from the camera 
frame to the helicopter frame, and T/,(0 the transformation matrix from the 
helicopter body frame to the inertia frame. 
With the coordinates of the feature point w.r.t. the camera frame (2.14) and the 
projection matrix, we can obtain the perspective projection of the feature point: 
I 1 J Cz � t 1 J 、 ⑴ 剖 1 J Cz(/) t 1 J 
where the matrix Q, is the parameter matrix of the camera that contains the intrinsic 
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parameters of the camera and it takes the following form 
a -a cot (p Wo 0 � 
0 vo 0 (2.17) 
. 0 0 1 0 , 
Matrix M , often called the perspective projection matrix, is a product of matrix i l 
and the homogeneous transformation matrix X-. Therefore, it contains both the 
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, where the extrinsic parameters are defined as the 
camera's position and attitude w.r.t. the body frame of the helicopter. 
Let 
/ 7' \ 
nil 
M = m l (2.18) 
Then we can write 
y � = ‘ m ( I � ( , ) ] (2.19) 
And 
� z " ) = i n � p x � ] (2.20) 
V 1 y 
Here is the depth information of the point feature. 
Rearranging (2.19) and differentiating the expression w.r.t. time, we have 
+ = (2-21) 
(m2 八 0 ； 
V ‘ p 
Substituting the time derivative of ^z{t) into (2.21) and rearranging the equation, we 
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have 
z � A 0 j 
Substituting (2.15) into (2.22) yields 
'z{t)[[ml) J^0u6 A®(0J 
A(R(0.4(').y(0) 
where A(R(/),^(/),y(/)) is the image Jacobian matrix that this independent of the 
depth information. 
2.3 Kinematics of Line Feature Projection 
Consider a plane that contains the origin of the camera frame. Then all lines within 
this plane are projected onto the same line in the image plane. Based on this idea, the 
Euclidean Plucker representation is adopted to represent the projections of the lines 
from different planes. A feature line is described by the cross product of a point on the 
feature line and the direction vector of the line w.r.t. the camera frame, 
(2.24) 
Here ''q is the coordinates of a point of the line w.r.t. the camera frame, and� ’u( / ) 
is the direction vector of the line, as shown in the figure below. 
Figure 2.3: Euclidean Plucker representation of a feature line 
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Let N(/) stand for the projection line obtained from equation (2.24), we have 
N(0 = a R ' (0‘'q XHR'(,广u — x i l R ' (O'u + x x O R ' ( / ) � (2.25) 
Differentiating (2.25) w.r.t. time yields 
= 尸(/”q XaR' (0'u + OR' (/”q xOR' (t)‘u 
. (2.26) 
- X nRT (/广 u - X OR' (/广 u + x x h r ' (O'u 
Consider 
( / ) � = -a)(/)X R7’(0cq = s k ( O ' q } c o ( / ) (2.27) 
and 
4 ( 0 = ] ^ '厂 ( /广恥 ) + R ' i t r m = c o ( / ) + v ( o (2.28) 
By substituting these equations into (2.26) and collecting terms, we have 
‘ sk\nR'''{tyu]n, ] 
^ ^ / / ^ \ 
N ( 0 = sk (hR'^ (0 ‘‘ ul ask (^(0 - R''' (0 ql + (2.29) 
I ) ( �co(/)J 
�sk {n(R7’ (o^q-沙))+x} nsk {r'^" (O^u}^ 
G(R�,_’e,(/)) 
At this point, we have obtained an expression for the time derivative of N(/). 
Without losing generality, we normalize N(/) so that the variation rate of the 
projection line on the image plane is uniquely represented by a unit vector h(0 . In 
order to achieve this, we firstly take the time derivative of the absolute value of N(0， 
= 灼 辑 ) + 二 (2.30) 
Since 
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N(0 = 4" l|N(0||) = n(0 ||N(0|| + n ( o 4 ( | | _ | | ) (2.31) 
at dt\ ' 
Therefore 
的）= ^^^J(R(0，^)，nW)f (2.32) 
Where 
J(R(0,^(0,n( / ) ) = (I3x3 -ii(/)n^'(0)G(R^'(0,^(0,6/(0) (2.33) 
The velocity kinematics of the feature point and the feature line are described by 
expression (2.23) and (2.32) respectively. 
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Chapter 3 
Adaptive Visual Servoing with Uncalibrated 
Camera 
The visual servoing control algorithms are developed for two types of features, 
namely, a point feature and a straight line feature, respectively. We start with a brief 
description of the procedure of controller design, and then we provide stability 
analysis for the proposed controllers. Next, we describe the simulation setup, and 
finally we present simulation results to verify the control performance. 
The autonomous helicopter is equipped with a perspective camera where both the 
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, as defined in section 2, are not calibrated. The 
projection image of either a point feature or a line feature is employed as the visual 
feedback. The problems considered in this chapter are described as follow: 
Given the desired projections, the objective of the visual servoing controller is to 
regulate the projection of the features to the desired values. 
3.1 On-line Parameter Estimation 
In visual servoing problems, the perspective projection of the image features is used 
as a feedback for closed-loop position control. Since both the camera parameters and 
the 3-D coordinates of the image features are unknown, it is necessary to design a 
adaptive algorithm to estimate the unknowns in order to make effective use of the 
vision information. 
For a feature point, recall the image Jacobian matrix A(R(/)，明),y(/)) from 
(2.14), and let p be any 6x1 vector. Then the product A{R{t),^{t),y{t))p can be 
written in the following linear form 
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A(R(0,明),y(0)P = 0(P, R ⑴,讲)，y(0)e. (3.1) 
where ©(p,R(0，V/)’y(0) is a regression matrix without depending on the 
parameters of the camera and the 3-D position of the point feature. 0,, is a 39x1 
A 
vector that contains all unknown parameters. Let 0；,(/) denote the time varying 
estimated value of 0,,. Suppose that m images of the feature point have been 
captured at different time instant tj {j = \,2,...,m). For each image, we define the 
following error vector 
V J 
= � , 坊 A y (/.,))§, (0 
The matrix W,, (R(/y), %{tj),y{tj)) is constant for a fixed time instant, and ej{t) 
is varies with time due to continuous update of Qp{t). The parameter estimation is 
A 
achieved by minimizing e；(/). It is obvious that 0；,(/) = 0 will also minimize e/(/). 
A 
To prevent (t) from converging to zero, we introduce the following potential 
function: 
= (3.3) 
where « i s a positive constant and sis a small positive number. By taking partial 
A 
derivative of equation (3.3) w.r.t. 9^(0，we have: 
| , “ f ( ' ) � (3.4) 
( / M l 一 1 +沙 
Note that with equation (3.1), we have 
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BB^A^ (R(/), m , y(0)K2Ay(0 二 Y, ( 0 6 , (/) (3.5) 
The adaptation law is then given by 
A f f A s 
. , , 2 1 (3.6) 
I dUjQ.it)) 丫 叫 > 
The first term on the right hand side of (3.6) is to cancel the regression term in the 
closed-loop dynamics. The second term corresponds to an on-line minimization of 
the error e/ (0 of the m images. The last term is to pull the estimated parameters 
away from the zero values. 
Regarding a line feature, recall matrix J(R(/)，专(/),n(0)， the product 
J(R(,)，《(/)，n(y))p can also be written in the following linear form 
J(R(0,明)，n(/))p = H(R(0,狄)，n(0)e/ (3.7) 
A 
Let Qp{t) denote the estimated value of 9/. Similar to the point feature, we 
define an error term for the image captured at time instant tj (J = 1,2，…’ m), such that 
the minimization of which implies the completion of parameter estimation, 
M O = N(/;)-(N'^(r,)n(0))n(r,) = {h.3 
We also introduce a similar potential function to avoid the trivial solution of the 
parameter estimation. With equation (3.7), we have 
BB J^ (R(0,明)，n(/), 9/ (0)K2An(/) = Y, m (t) (3.9) 
The adaptive rule is given by 
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A f f y(t)� S 
e,(/) = - A - ' - Y / (/) y + X w 7 ’ ( R ( a ^ )， n ( / � ) K A ( / ) 
. 2i (3.10) 
I d u m ) ) gyYvCO^ > 
50/(0 [<o(t)j 
3.2 Controller Design 
The controller design is based on the scheme of PD feedback plus the gravity 
compensation. The gravity compensator is designed as follows such that the lifting 
force equals the gravitational force mg, 
f fo Yi 
R ' ( 0 0 
T厂 (3.11) 
l o J 
It should be noted that an additional moment is produced simultaneously while 
generating the gravity compensation force. The geometric relationship between the 




Figure 3.1: Moment induced by gravity compensation force 
In Figure 3.1， E denotes the rotor hub, C denotes the center of gravity of the 
helicopter, I represents the length of the line segment CE, /?(/) represents the angle 
between CE and the vertical line, and y(R(/)) is the normal vector to the plane 
containing the vertical line through the C.G. and the point E. 
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The additional moment is then given by 
cT(0 = mg/sin/?(0Y(R(0) (3.12) 
There is a relationship between the rate of change of p{t) and the angular 
velocity of the helicopter, i.e., 
a)^(OY(R(O) = -y0(/) (3.13) 
The gravity compensation input satisfies 
/Q � 
BT,(0 = g(R(0)+ (3.14) 
WO； 
The controller takes the following form 
T(0 = T,, (0 + PD Feedback (3.15) 
Let yd denote the desired position of the feature point on the image plane. 
Define the image error as the difference between the current position and the desired 
one, expressed as 
Ay(0 = y ( 0 - y " (3.16) 
With the previously described gravity compensator and adaptation law, we 
propose the following controller 
ae , ( / ) \ c o ( o j (3.17) 
Recall (3.15), x^,{t) is the gravity compensation term, and the second and the third 
terms correspond to the proportional and derivative feedbacks, respectively 
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Let He/ denote the desired projection of the line feature. The image error of the 
line projection is obtained from computing the difference between the normalized 
projection vector n(0 and the desired value, expressed as 
An(/) = n ( / ) , (3.18) 
Then the proposed controller with the use of a line feature is given by 
aeKO 1(0(0 j (3.19) 
-B^J^ (R(/)，帥)，n(0,0/ (0)K2 An � 
3.3 Stability Analysis 
Consider a point feature being used as the visual feedback. The closed-loop dynamics 
is given by substituting the controller (3.17) and the adaptive algorithm (3.6) into the 
dynamic equation (2.29), 
广03x1) � . dU(Q„(t)) f y ( 0 ) 
= - B K , B ' ( 1 +众3 r ^ ^^  ) 乂 (3.20) 
Assume that the feature point is visible during the motion, and the angle (3 is 
always w i t h i n � - n 12,7112). Introduce the following non-negative function 
“ � 1 / v ⑷丫 
v(0 = —{ H 
2 \ c o ( 0 j lco(/)J (3.21) 
+ 2mgl{\ — cos _ + it)AQ, (t)} 
M o 丫’ 
By multiplying the velocity vector from the left to the closed-loop dynamics 
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(3.20) and considering equations (3.12) and (3.13)，we have 
= -mglsm(5{t)Kt) 
icoV)]现(,） 
By multiplying (/) from the left to the adaptive rule (3.6), we have 
2 (3.23) 
Combine equations (3.22) and (3.23), we obtain 
l«>(Oj . . (3.24) 
If the gains Ki and h are so selected that the minimum eigenvalue of matrix 
is larger than 1, v(/) is non-positive. Therefore the function v(/) is upper 
bounded, which directly implies that is bounded. From the closed-loop 
f v ( 0 ) A 
dynamics (3.20), is bounded, and so is 9^,(0 from the adaptive algorithm 
(3.6). Therefore v{t) is uniformly continuous, and from Barbalat Lemma, it can be 
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concluded that 
lim,_>co = 0 (3.25) 
lim,_>oo ey(0 = 0 (3.26) 
From the closed-loop dynamics, at the equilibrium point we have 
BB^A'^(R(0,^(0,y(0)K3Ay(0 = 0 (3.27) 
It was proven in [28] that with five random selected projections captured at 
different time instant t j , ej(t) = 0 for all j guarantees that the depth independent 
interaction matrix A^ {R{t),^{t),y{t)) has a rank of 2. Since matrix B has a rank of 4, 
equation (3.27) directly implies the convergence of the image error Ay(0 . 
When the image error converges to zero, the projection y(/) of the feature point 
reaches the desired position and stays there. The camera can only translate along the 
line and rotate about the line in order to maintain y{t) at the desired position, i.e., 
the possible linear and angular velocities must be in the following forms: 
( \ 
V =;Li((少丨少2 1) 少2 1)^2)' (3.28) 
V®/ 
where y = y i ^ • ？and are two non-zero scalars. From (3.25), at the 




B^'^ , � +A2BJ)少2 = 0 (3.29) 
M 1 
少 2 山 V � 
111 J J 
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where Bf and B � a r e 4 x 3 sub-matrices of matrix B , , expressed as 
B ' ' = ( B r B【） (3.30) 
Since the rank of B is four, the rank of Bf + /I2B2 must be four as well for an 
non-zero ，and hence equation (3.29) cannot hold, which is a contradiction. 
Consequently, the linear and angular velocities of the helicopter must be convergent to 
zero, and this concludes the proof. 
When a line feature is used as the visual feedback, the closed-loop system 
stability can be proven following the same procedure. 
3.4 Simulations 
To demonstrate the performance of the control strategies proposed earlier in this 
chapter, simulations have been implemented on the X-Cell 60 SE helicopter used by 
an MIT group. The helicopter has a mass of m - 8.2 kg. The moments of inertia are 
//xx 二0.34 kg m2 , 0.18 kg m^ , H.^ = 0.28 kg m^ , . The induced 
torque coefficient of the main rotor is assumed to be // = 0.1. The coordinate of the 
main rotor hub w.r.t. the center of gravity is Xa- 二 [0，0，0.235],’ and that for the tail 
rotor hub is r(厂=[0，- 0.91，O.OSf. 
The parameter matrix of a perspective camera is given by 
a -a cot (p Uo 0 � 
Q = 0 vo 0 (3.31) 
s in^ 
� 0 0 1 0 , 
where the values of the intrinsic parameters are a = 1806, y = 1812 , (p = 0, 
Uo = 282 and vo = 249 . 
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The homogenous transformation matrix from camera frame to the helicopter 
frame is given by 
Rc Vc� 
Tc= (3.32) 
V^w 1 y 
where the rotation matrix from camera frame to the helicopter frame is 
' 0 1 0 " 
Rc= I 0 0 (3.33) 
0 0 - 1 
and the coordinate of the zero point of the camera frame w.r.t. the helicopter frame is 
r, = [ 0 , 0 , - 0 . I f (3.34) 
Simulations have been conducted for two cases, each corresponds to a different 
type of visual feedback, i.e., either a point feature or a line feature is used as the visual 
feedback. 
Point Feature Case 




Figure 3.2: Visual servoing using a point feature 34 
A point fixed on the ground is seen by the onboard camera, from which the visual 
information is used as feedback for the helicopter to regulate its position in order to 
achieve a desired projection. Initially, the helicopter is located at 
''^(0) = [0.5，5.5，1 o f w.r.t. the inertial frame, with zero Euler angles and at rest. The 
estimation of parameters starts from a deviation from the true values (see Appendix C 
for details). The control gains are set as Ki = diagQ^, 3 0 , 1 5 , 1 5 ) , 
Kz = diag{l, 7) X10—6 ’ and K4 = diag{\ .6，1.6) x 10—丨‘,where the adaptive 
gain is set to be A = 2139x39 x 1 ( T � . G i v e n the desired projection y,/ =[350,350]^ 
and the program run as 50 seconds, we obtain the results as shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: Projection trajectory and image errors 
It can be seen from the Figure 3.3 that the projection approaches the desired 
position asymptotically. During this time period, the helicopter travels from its initial 
position to the final position '专(/y；湘/) = [0.27,4.82,9.95]7'’ as shown in Figure 3.4. 
The helicopter is stabilized within 30 seconds, which can be seen from the position 
and attitude profile in Figure 3.5 and the velocity profile in figure 3.6. It is also 
noticeable from Figure 3.7 that the parameter estimation error converges to zero in a 
short period of time. Figure 3.8 shows that the time derivative of the non-negative 
function reaches zero, which directly verifies the theoretical proof given previously. 
The estimation profile of the first seven parameters are shown in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.4: 3-D trajectory of the helicopter 
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Figure 3.5: Position and Euler angles profile 
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Figure 3.6: Linear and angular velocity response 
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Figure 3.7: Norm of the error vector e 
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Figure 3.8: Function V and its time derivative 
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Figure 3.9: Estimation of the first 7 parameters 
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In order to give a more comprehensive analysis on the control performance, we 
conduct simulations with different parameter settings of the derivative and 
proportional control gains as K | = 50，25,25)，K2 =diag{\, l)xlO~\ while 
the other parameters are the same. The results are illustrated below. 
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Figure 3.10: Projection trajectory 
(with different control gains) 
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Figure 3.11: 3-D trajectories of the helicopter 
(with different control gains) 
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Figure 3.12: Linear and angular velocity response 
(with varied Ki and K2) 
Figure 3.10 plots the projection trajectories with different control gains. Figure 
3.11 compares the helicopter trajectories, from which it shows that there is little 
difference between the flight trajectories with different control gains, and that the final 
positions of the helicopter are almost identical. By comparing Figure 3.12 to Figure 
3.6，we can see that with varied control gains, although the velocity response is 
slowed down, it approaches zero with time. 
If we set the desired projection position as y^ =[250,400]^ and remain the 
other settings unchanged, then we obtain the following results. 
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Figure 3.13: Projection trajectories 
(with different desired projections) 
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Figure 3.13, shows that the image projection converges the new desired value. In 
order to regulate the image projection to the new desired value, the helicopter moves 
to a final position distinct from the previous case as shown in Figure 3.14. It can be 
seen by comparing Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.6 that the velocity responses are almost 
as quick for both cases. 
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Figure 3.14: 3-D trajectory of the helicopter 
(with varied yd) 
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Figure 3.15: Linear and Angular Velocity Response 
(with varied yd) 
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Line Feature Case 
In the second case, a line segment is drawn on the ground and is seen by the camera 
mounted on the helicopter as shown below. 
「零. 
Z feature line ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ / 
Figure 3.16: Visual servoing using a line feature 
The line feature is stationary while the helicopter can adjust its position to obtain 
a desired projection using the visual feedback. The initial setting of the helicopter's 
position is ''^(0) = [0.5, 5.5, 5]', and the Euler angles and velocities are set to be zero 
as previous case. We start the parameter estimation with a deviation from the real 
values and set the control gains as follows: K! = diag{20,20,20,20), 
Kz = diag{2, 2, 2)xl0"% =10 , and K4 = diag{6,6,6). The adaptive gain is set to 
be A = 41 39x39 x104. We can randomly select the desired projection, i.e., choose 
n^ = [0.324，0.487, 0.81 i f and set the program running time to be 30 seconds. 
Figure 3.17 shows that the projection of the line feature starts from the initial 
value n(0) = [-0.708,0.706，0.013f and converges to the desired value in 15 
seconds. Figure 3.18 shows the 3-D trajectory of the helicopter. It can be observed 
from Figure 3.19 that at the end of this time period, the helicopter reaches its final 
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position "^{tf.nai) = [-1.81,2.96,2.42f with an orientation \i/ = -\312rad . The 
position and orientation where the feature line on the image plane reaches its desired 
value. During the motion the velocities of the helicopter is stabilized within 20 
seconds as seen in Figure 3.19. The last figure indicates that the time derivative of the 
non-negative function V approaches to zero as in the previous case. 
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Figure 3.17: Normalized line vector n 
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Simulations are also conducted for varied gains, Setting 
K, = diag{25, 25, 25, 25), K2 =^//ag(1.5,1.5,1.5)xlO"^ while keeping the desired 
projection unchanged, the following results are obtained. The first two plots show that 
with the new gain settings, the projection converges to the desired value at a slightly 
slower rate. The velocity profile plot shown in Figure 3.24 also reveals a slower 
response with lessened overshoot, as a result of the reduced proportional gain and the 
increased derivative gain. 
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(with different control gains) 
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In the case where the desired projection is set to be 
n j =[-0.8654，0.4813，一 0.1392f ， we tune the control gains to be 
Ki = diag(5, 5, 5,5)，K2 = diag{5,5，5)x lO—? • The following results can be obtained 
by remaining the rest of settings the same. Figure 3.25 shows that the projection of the 
line feature goes to the desired projection within 3 seconds, and then stays constantly. 
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(with varied nd) 
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There is no considerable change in the final position and attitude as the helicopter 
is located at a distance way from the feature where a small change in the orientation 
and the position of the helicopter will result in a significant change in the projection 
of the line feature. The controller is capable of stabilizing the system within 10 
seconds as demonstrated in figure 3.27. 
In summary, the controllers proposed for both the point feature and the line 
feature used for visual servoing have demonstrated satisfactory performance, with a 
variety of control gain selections and desired projections. 
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Chapter 4 
Adaptive Control with Unknown IMU Position 
This chapter presents a control algorithm developed based on the backstepping 
method, with the objective of regulating the position and orientation of the sensor to 
the desired values. We employ an adaptive algorithm in our control strategy to take 
into account the uncalibrated position information of the sensor. 
We will firstly introduce the rotor dynamics of a helicopter and then we give a 
dynamic model with rotor dynamics, in which the inputs consist of two cyclic inputs, 
one pedal input and one collective input. Then we formulate the model with the 
measured variables considered as system states. Subsequently the controller design 
will be described in detail, which is followed by the stability analysis of the 
closed-loop system with the proposed control algorithm. Finally simulation results 
will be provided to illustrate the control performance. 
4.1 Control Strategies 
4.11 Dynamic Model with Rotor Dynamics 
The rotor dynamics poses significant effect on the rigid body dynamics due to a small 
fuselage to rotor blades weight ratio and a high rotating rotor speed, therefore it is 
important to take into account the rotor dynamics in the dynamic model in order to 
capture the full dynamic response of the helicopter. The inertia of the rotor blades in 
the body frame may be approximated by that of a disk rotating about a point not at its 
center of mass [44]. From the geometry of the helicopter, the center of mass of the 
helicopter must be collinear with the center of mass of the rotor disk and that of the 
airframe. Therefore, the inertia matrix of the rotor disk, relative to the center of mass 
of the helicopter and expressed w.r.t. the body frame, is a diagonal matrix. 
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丨V?，//) (4.1) 
The rotational dynamics of the helicopter with coupled rotor dynamics is given as 
(B = (I,, + ID R' [R - (© X (I,, +Iz))co + cox IpOk)] (4.2) 
Where co denotes the angular velocity of the helicopter expressed in the body fixed 
frame. I；, denotes the inertial matrix of the airframe, which is identical to Ha 
defined previously in (2.26). Q denotes the rotation speed of the rotor blades, r is 
a vector containing the cyclic and pedal inputs. (See Appendix E for detail derivation) 
Note that a small-size helicopter is usually controlled by four inputs consisting of a 
collective input, two cyclic inputs and a pedal input. Therefore instead of modeling 
the inputs as 3 independent main rotor thrusts and 1 tail rotor thrust, we formulate the 
dynamics model as follows so that the collective, cyclic and pedal inputs appear 
explicitly in the dynamic equations. 
4 = v (4.3) 
I\ = D(TI)(O (4 .4 ) 
v = + (4.5) 
m 
CO = I / ' r + l - ' s k i h a + lDak)co (4.6) 
where 
I c = I / , + I d (4.7) 
^ and V denote the 3-D position and velocity of the helicopter defined in the 
inertial frame, i) = 6 y/^ represents the Euler angles of the helicopter w.r.t. the 
inertial frame, co denotes the angular velocity of the helicopter expressed in the 
body fixed frame, u stands for the collective input. R(ii) is the rotation matrix 
from the helicopter frame to the inertial frame. D(TI) is the mapping matrix from the 
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angular velocity to the Euler rate, expressed as 
1 sin 0 tan 0 cos 0 tan ^ 
D(ti)= 0 COS0 -s in 於 （ 4 . 8 ) 
0 sin 0 sec 0 c0S(I)SQc6 
Note that the north-east-down (NED) Cartesian coordinate system is adopted for 
the body fixed frame in this chapter. This implies that the helicopter is always heading 
at the positive x direction. 
The translational velocity is measured by the sensor called the inertia 
measurement unit (IMU). Therefore the position of the IMU must be known in order 
to relate the sensor reading to the velocity of the C.G If the position of the IMU is 
unknown, there will be a decrease in performance of the controller based on the 
aforementioned dynamic model. The relationship between the linear velocity 
measured from the IMU and the C.G is illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
、广--/ 
Figure 4.1: Relationship between velocity measured from IMU and C.G. 
where r is the position vector of the IMU in the body fixed frame. As shown in 
Figure 4.1, the linear velocity of the IMU, denoted by v.�.，is given by 
V, = v + R(ii)(co X r) = V + R{x\)sk{(i))r (4.9) 
Differentiating equation (4.9)，with respect to time yields 
V, = v + R(r\)sk{(a)r + R{^)sk{(b)r (4.10) 
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Let 0 denote the unknown position vector instead of r . We then formulate the 
dynamic model w.r.t. the position and velocity of the IMU as 
fi = D(ii)(o (4.11) 
i , = \ + R{^)sk{(a)Q (4.12) 
V, = -M k + gk + (ROi) 从(CO) + R(T])5A;((b))G (4.13) 
m 
(b = I c ' r + Ic"'5A:(IcC0 + I/,Qk)co (4.14) 
where is the sensor position obtained through the integration of the velocity v,.. 
4.12 Controller Design 
Our objective is to design a proper input to the helicopter so that the position and 
orientation of the IMU go to the desired values while the pitch and roll angles 
converge to zero. The following assumptions are made in designing the controller. 
1 The main rotor thrust acts directly through the center of mass of the airframe 
and permanently orients in the negative z direction in the body frame; 
2 The magnitude of the thrust and torques generated by the rotor blades are 
modeled directly by control inputs. The actual control inputs for a physical 
system are generated via an algebraic relationship that depends only on known 
data; 
3 Engine dynamics are insignificant w.r.t. the airframe dynamics; 
4 All system states are measurable; 
5 Air resistance is negligible. 
L e t � d e n o t e the desired position of the sensor, and y/d denote the desired 
orientation of the helicopter. Define an error vector as 
Z i = P . � . — � ‘ ' ] (4.15) 
\y-Wd) 
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To achieve the control objective is equivalent to minimizing zi. Taking the time 
derivative of (4.15), we have 
z i = � ’ (4.16) 
The Euler rate can be obtained from the angular velocity via the mapping matrix 
D(ii) as seen from equation (4.11). Differentiating equation (4.11) with respect to 
time yields 
ii = D(IL)co + D(ii)a) (4.17) 
where 
0 ^ccj) tan 0 + 0s(}) sec^ 0 -如冷 tan 0 + Oc^ sec^ 0 
D ( I I ) = 0 -j)C(l) (4.18) 
j)c(})(£ + 台 s(f)sG -j)S(f)c6 + 6c(()s6 
7e 7e . 
Let d? denote the 产 row vector of matrix D(ti) . D(ii) is then expressed as 
D ( I I ) = d ; (4.19) 
The first and the second order derivatives of the yaw angle are 
V>=d5'(0 (4.20) 
v;=d[o) + dra) (4.21) 
Equation (4.16) can be rewritten as: 
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“ 〔 ： ） （4.22) 
Introduce a the positive definite function as 
1 
(4.23) 
The time derivative of equation (4.23) is given by: 
=zlzi (4.24) 
Let 
Z2 =z i+z i (4.25) 
Then equation (4.23) can be rewritten as 
Si=-z'{zi-hz'lz2 (4.26) 
Rearrange equation (4.25) to yield 
zi =Z2-Zi (4.27) 
Differentiate equation (4.25) and substitute equation (4.26) into the resulting equation. 
We then have 
Z2 =Zi+Zi =Zi +Z2 - z , (4.28) 
Introduce the positive definite function 
1 T 
S2=Si +-Z2Z2 (4.29) 
Differentiating equation (4.29) and introducing 
Z3 =Z2 +Z2 +Zi (4.30) 
5 2 
we have 
Si = - z U i -Z2Z2+Z2Z3 (4.31) 
Substituting (4.28) into (4.30) yields 
/ • \ 
Z3=Zi+2Z2= ' y. , . +2Z2 (4.32) 
From the dynamic equations (4.13), we can rewrite (4.32) to be 
Z3 = m +2z2 (4.33) 
� d[(il)co + d;(Tl)cb , 
A 
Let B stand for the estimation of the parameters. Then the difference between 
the estimation and the true value is given by 
e = e - e (4.34) 
Consider the positive definite function 
S 3 = S 2 + ^ ¥ Q (4.35) 
Take the time derivative of (4.35) and substitute (4.33) into the resulting equation, We 
have 
S3, = -Z\ Z\ -Z2Z2 +Z2{ 
( u(ri\ ^ /V ) 
+ + {R{ri)sk{io)sk{if>) + R(ii)5^((b))e ‘ 氏 , < � 
m (4.36) 
V d5(ii)co + d5(ii)(b , 
+2z2) + §7'0 




= -z fz i -Z\Z2 +Z2 
V 
( R(r\) A A A ) 
浏 C O ) 浏 ( 0 ) + R ⑷ 州 c b ) ) e , , ,，、 
m (4.37) 
� d[(ii)co + DR(TI)(B , 
‘ J A 0 J 
Let z ’2 denote the upper three entries of Zi，and replace the angular acceleration by 
the RHS of equation (4.14). We have 
� T T 丄./-R(Tl)^^e)I；：' - ^ k V n 
03 = -Z] Z\ -Z2Z2 +Z2 ( m 
� d ? ( T l ) I - ' 0 J ^ " ^ 
V V 
Q('i.O) 
'-R{^)sk{Q)h~^skilc(o + lDQk)(D + gk + R{^)sk{(^)sk{(^)Q^ 
N +2Z2 (4 38) 
� d [ + loQk)® + d [ (ii)(o ) ‘ 
U(ti.a>,6) 
+ § ' ' , ( 0 — ( ⑷ - + l D Q k ) c o + I ' ^ H R ^ (T] ) )Z '2 ) 
Introduce the following controller 
= -Q-'(il,e)U(Ti,co,e) (4.39) 
and the adaptive law 
E = 众(CO)R7’(TI) - + I/jQk)(o + (TI))Z2 (4.40) 
It will be shown in the following that with the control input (4.39) and the 
adaptive algorithm (4.40), Zi, v.v and co converge to zero as time goes to infinity, 
and therefore the control task is achieved. 
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4.2 Stability Analysis 
The proposed controller and adaptive rule give 
=-zrz , -Z^Z2 <0 (4.41) 
Since S3 is positive definite and S3, is negative semi-definite, by Lasalle theorem, 
it can be concluded that 
limz, = 0 (4.42) 
/->oO 
l imz2=0 (4.43) 
l-*<x> 
This implies that as time elapse the position and the orientation of the IMU approach 
the desired values, while the linear velocity and the yaw rate converge to zero. 
Since that v,. equals zero directly implies that the derivative v., equals zero, then 
from the dynamic equation (4.13), we have 
V = -R{^)sk{(^>)sk{(o)Q - R{f\)sk{(d)Q (4.44) 
As the controller also guarantees the following 
m + 2 z 2 = 0 (4.4J) 
� d5(ii)co + d[(ii)(b , 
Therefore when zi reaches zero, we also have 
+ gk + {R{^)sk{(i))sk{(o) + R(ii)5A:((b))e = 0 (4.46) 
m 
Since the first two terms are equivalent to the linear acceleration of the C.G, we can 
rewrite (4.46) to be 
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V = -R{^)ski(^)sk{(^))Q - R{^)sk{(o)Q (4.47) 
Obviously, (4.44) and (4.47) are equivalent, namely 
-{R{^)sk{(o)sk{(o) + R(ii>A:(cb))e 二 -(R(Ti)«sA;(a))>sA:(co) + R{r\)sk{&))Q (4.48) 
Rearrange equation (4.48) as 
Ri^){ski(o)ski(ii) + sk{(b))Q = 0 (4.49) 
Since R(TI) is full rank, we have 
{sk{(d)sk{(d) + = 0 (4.50) 
Rearrange the equation (4.47) to be 
ski(a)sk{(a)d = -5A;(cb)e (4.51) 
and multiply 0 ' to the left of the equation. We then have 
§7’�sA:'r(a)>A;(co)§ = 0^A;(cb)e = 0 (4.52) 
Therefore 
|5A:(co)e|| = O=>5^(co)0 = O (4.53) 
From (4.52), we have 
5A:(co)e = 0 (4.54) 
which implies that 
co = ai§ (4.55) 
(b = a2Q (4.56) 
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Equations (4.55) and (4.56) indicate that the angular velocity is directly proportional 
to the angular acceleration, i.e., 
co = /?o) (4.57) 
where cci, a i and p are real numbers. Since the yaw rate is equal to zero, we 
have 
V> = d�(Ti)co = 0 (4.58) 
# = ^ ( i l )w + d�(Ti)(b = 0 (4.59) 
Substituting equation (4.57) into (4.58) yields 
d[(Tl)(o = -d3{^)(a = -y0dI(Ti)(o = 0 (4.60) 
Since 
- • -
ci【(咖=[0 ± (4.61) 
c6 c6 ^ c6 � 0 
we have 
# = 0 (4.62) 
cU 
With the dynamic equations and equation (4.62), we conclude that • and 6 reach 
zero, that is, 
limo) = 0 (4.63) 
This concludes the proof. 
4.3 Simulation 
In order to make the control algorithm be more adaptable to different test scenarios, 
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we add some control gains to the controller, upon tuning of which the controller will 
have better performance on a given test scenario. Choose 
1 
=-z fK,Z i (4.50) 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
Where K | , K2 and A are positive definite matrices, and 
Z2=K,(Z,+Z ,) (4.53) 
Then according to the derivation of the control algorithm given in the previous section, 
we have 
/ 
= -z fKiZ , -z1K2Z2 +Z^K2K, � ” � ‘ m 
[ 丨 ’ 0 J … 
� P*('l-0) 
\ 
^-R{^)skiQ)la~^sk{h(a + lDQk)(o + gk + R{^)sk{(o)sk{o})Q^ 
� ( dl(r\)l-'sk{h(o + I/;Qk)(o + (ii)(0 J 
+2Kr ' z2+(K2Ki )" ' z i -Z i 
+9' (AG 一 {sk{(o)sk{(o)R''(ii) — + I^Qk)© + (ii))z "2) 
(4.54) 
where z "2 is the upper three entries of (K2Ki)^Z2. From (4.54), the controller takes 
the following form 
fY\ 
= - Q * - ' (II,G)U*(TI,CO,G) (4.55) 
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and the adaptive law becomes 
E = A"' {sk{(i>)sk((o)R'\r\) - 众(Ic.co + Iz^Qk)© + (TI ) )Z "2 (4.56) 
The simulation is conducted with adaptive law, on the helicopter with dynamic 
parameters identical to those used in the previous chapter. The IMU of the helicopter 
is located at a position r 二 [—0.1,0, -0.1]^ relative to the C.G.. 
We assume that the helicopter is initially hovering at the position where the 
sensor reads =[0,0,10]^, with zero Euler angles. The helicopter is to move to a 
desired position 专(/= [3，—4’ 12f with a desired orientation y/j = 03rad . The 
control gains are set as Ki =5x10"^ x 14^4, K2 ="/ag[7，7,2，2]xl05. Parameter 
estimation initiates from 9 = [-0.05,0,-0.05]^ and the adaptive gain is set 
A = 100x13x3. We simulate the closed-loop system for 30 seconds and obtain the 
following results. 
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Figure 4.2: 3-D trajectory of the helicopter 
As seen in the 3-D trajectory plot and the position and Euler angle response, with 
the proposed controller, the helicopter is regulated to the desired position and 
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Figure 4.4: Linear and angular velocity response 
Next we examine the control performance with different control gains and the 
same initial conditions. The control gain Ki is reduced while the control gain K2 
is increased w.r.t. the earlier case, such that Ki = 2x10-5 XI4 “ ， 
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K2 =diag\\ 1,1 l,3,3]xlO^ With the same desired position，we obtain the following 
results. 
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Figure 4.5: 3-D trajectories of the helicopter 
(with different control gains) 
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Figure 4.6: Position and Euler angles profile 
(with different control gains) 
Figure 4.5 shows that with different control gains, the helicopter takes different 
trajectories to reach the desired position. By comparing the position and Euler angle 
profiles between the two cases, the response with the new control gains is slightly 
faster. 
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Another set of results is obtained when choosing different desired position and 
orientation. The desired position and orientation now become 专j = [4，一2,8]" and 
xj/j = -O.lrad. From the 3-D trajectories of the helicopter illustrated in Figure 4.7, 
where the red line represents the new trajectory, the helicopter approaches the new 
desired position with the new orientation. Figure 4.9 shows that the new desired 
position is reached within 8 seconds while the new desired orientation is reached with 
a relatively slow rate, in about 20 seconds. 
Therefore, we can conclude that the controller is able to stabilize the system over 
a range of control gains, as well as the selection of different desired position and 
orientation. 
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Figure 4.7: 3-D trajectories of the helicopter 
(with different desired position and orientation) 
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In this thesis we have proposed and validated control algorithms for visual servoing 
and position control and attitude stabilization of an autonomous helicopter. We solved 
the problems in visual servoing where we encounter uncertainties from the intrinsic 
and extrinsic parameters of a perspective camera mounted on the airframe. An 
adaptive algorithm was developed to on-line estimate the unknown parameters, to the 
point where the estimation error vectors for a set of captured images are driven to zero. 
The simplified dynamic model used in our control development assumes that we can 
manipulate four inputs, which consist of the magnitude of the main thrust in three 
directions and the magnitude of the tail thrust. We use the projection of a point feature 
as the visual feedback in the first place, and then we consider the use of a line feature, 
whose projection is represented by the Euclidean Plucker coordinate. The control 
tasks are to achieve the regulation of the projections to the desired positions. 
Controller designs are based on the PD feedback + gravity compensation scheme, and 
have demonstrated satisfactory results through simulations. 
The second problem we discussed in the thesis involves the differences in the 
position and linear velocity between the sensor and the C.G..’ which depend on their 
relative position. As the position of the sensor w.r.t. the C.G. is unknown, the position 
and linear velocity of the C.G. cannot be computed from the sensor readings, and 
hence the readings cannot be directly used as the control feedback. We proposed a 
adaptive algorithm to eliminate the influence caused by this uncertainty. The four 
inputs of the dynamic model directly correspond to the magnitude of the main thrust 
and the angular motions about the axis of the body fixed frame, which are different 
from the inputs of the previous model. Backstepping technique was employed to 
develop the control algorithm, where we first introduce an error vector composed of 
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the position vector of the sensor as well as the orientation, and upon the minimization 
of which we achieve the regulation objective. The control performance was validated 
via simulations. 
5.2 Contributions 
The major contributions of this thesis are briefly summarized here: 
• Proposed a new adaptive controller for visual servoing of autonomous 
helicopters with an on-board perspective camera, assuming that the camera 
parameters are uncalibrated and 3-D information of the image feature is 
unknown; 
• Demonstrated the performance of the control algorithm through simulations. 
A point and a line served respectively as an image feature. 
• Proposed a new adaptive controller for position and attitude stabilization, 
where the uncertainties in the relative position of the inertia measurement 
unit to the center of gravity are considered. 
• Demonstrated the control performance through simulations, and compared 
the results obtained with various settings of control gains and desired outputs. 
5.3 Future research 
This thesis approximates the rotor dynamics as the dynamics of a rotating disk, which 
captures the main dynamic features of the rotating blades. For aggressive manoeuvre, 
some other features of the rotor, such as flapping of the rotor blades, may also pose 
influence on the dynamics of the helicopter, therefore future research can be 
performed on the effects of more complicated rotor dynamics. 
The identification of the helicopter's dynamic parameters is another issue to be 
addressed in the future, in order to perform experimental validation of the control 
algorithms. 
Regarding the visual servoing problem, since the regulation of one feature 
projection is not enough to guarantee the helicopter moving to a unique position, a 
combination of features can be used as the visual feedbacks simultaneously in order to 
achieve control tasks such as landing on a ground platform. 
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Appendix A 
Inertial Matrix of the Helicopter 
For each element i of the helicopter with mass 5m{, at the position p, of the body 
fixed frame, the angular momentum is expressed as: 
^L, = p, X (Snii\i) 二 Snii{pi x((ox p,)) = -Sm,s/c(pi)sk(pi)(x) (a.l) 
r *r/， 
Express the position vector as p, = [x, y, z\ , then (a.l) takes the following form: 
y + z^ -xy -xz 
Shi =Smi -xy x^ -yz co (a.2) 
-xz -yz x^ + y 
The moment of inertia of this element is given by: 
少 2 + z^ -xy -xz 
SKi = Smi -xy x^ + z^ -yz ， (a.3) 
-xz -yz x^ + y 
Thus the inertia matrix H/, is obtained by integrating with respect to (Jm, , 
少2 + z^dm -xydm -xzdm 
H/, = -xydm x^ + z^dm -yzdm (a.4) 
-xzdm -yzdm x^ +y^dm 
_ J J J _ 
Since a helicopter is symmetric about the少z plane, that is, for each element in position 
jc, y,z\ , we can find an identical element in position [-x, y,z\ , therefore the 
entries -xydm and -xzdm vanish, and H/, becomes: 
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� 2 + z 2 " 所 0 0 h H “ 0 0 -
H/> = 0 fx2 + z^dm \-yzdm = 0 H ^ - H ^ (a.5) 
J J 
0 \-yzdm JV+少 Vm L � -^yz H,, 
If we write 
卜13x3 03x3) 
(a.6) 
V ^ 3x3 ti/i y 
Then we claim that matrix H is positive definite. 
Proof 
The characteristic equation of matrix H is: 
{m一Xf (HU -义 ) [； l 2 _ ( H沙 + E U + H 沙 H U - H j , ] = 0 (a.7) 
As w > 0 and H^c = [y^ > 0, ^'s associated with m and H^x are all 
positive. 
Consider the equation: 
又2 -(H妙 + )义 + H ^ H . . - n % = 0 (a.8) 
Solve for X we have: 
, ( H 沙 + H . 0 ± 批评 + - - H ^ ) ( � � A : (a.9) 
Where 
H沙Hzz-li% = + )dm. + / ) — -(jyzdmf (a. 10) 
And the first term of the RHS can be rewritten as: 
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J J 
= {\{x')dmf + \{z')dm\{x')dm (a. 11) 
+ \{y^)dm \{x')dm+ \{y^)dm \{z^)dm 
J V J J 
By Cauchy inequality (see Appendix D), we have the following inequality (a. 11)： 
( / {m))dm {m))dm >( \y{m)z{m)dmf (a. 12) 
J J J 
Therefore 
-Hi = J(x2 + z'^)dm' + y^)dm-{^yzdmf > 0 (a.l3) 
And 
+ Hz:r) 土 >/(H 沙+ HU)2 — 4(H 炒 Hzz — HJJ) 义= X > 0 (a. 14) 
Hence all eigenvalues of H are positive, and with the symmetric condition, H is 




The torque njt(t) generated by the air resistant force applied to the main rotor due to 
rotation has the same direction as the main rotor thrust T,„(0, and is proportional to 
T,„(/) , i.e. n/<(/)=-厂T,„(/) where fi is some constant depends on the lift 
coefficient Cl , drag coefficient Co，the length of the rotor blade L and the 
rotation direction of the main rotor, (note that u is positive if an upward main thrust 
is generated by an anti-clockwise rotation of the main rotor.) 
The resultant moment applied to the airframe is therefore given by: 
-TircEz + T3,ra.:y - VircEz + r^rcEy 
11(0 =敬’- Tira-x + urci-z — //T„,(t) = TxVcez - jJ.T2 - tiYqex + Ufl:!-’z (b. 1) 
-T\rci.:y + T2rci.:x - TAVcFy」 一尸(’办 +『2^17& — — Z^VcFy _ 
Which can be rewritten as the following linear form: 
T\ 
-riEz rcEy 0 
Ti 
Tl(0 = rcE, -jA -rcEx rcFz (b.2) � 3 
-rcEy fa-x -y" -fCFy 
L r � 
And hence the mapping matrix from the input vector to the force and torque is given 
by: 
1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
B = ^ 
-M -fcHz rcHy 0 
f"c!':z —" - f a - x fcrz 
- f c i - y fci-x - M — f t / ' y 一 
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The relation between the induced torque and the main rotor thrust is derived in the 
next page. 
Consider a segment of the main blade with length I , at a distance I from the hub of 
the blade, the width and reference area of the segment are A/ and AA. 
Figure B.l: Main Blade Segment 
Let AA/ Al = c, thrust generated by this segment is given by: 
A r =去 pV{lf CiM =去 pcoH^ClcM (b.3) 
Where p is the air density, V{1) is the velocity of the segment at a distance I 
from the blade hub, Q is the lift coefficient of the blades. 
Drag induced by this segment is given by: 
a d =去 pV{lf C 丨)M =去 pco^fCocM (b.4)s 
Where Co is the drag coefficient. 
Torque induced by this segment is given by: 
A r = A D / 二 丨 ) c l � l ( b . 5 ) 
Therefore the total thrust generated by the blade can be obtained by integrating Ar 
through out the blade: 
r =丄 pco^Chc�‘ f d l = - pco^CicL' (b.6) 
2 6 
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And the total torque is obtained through the same way: 
r =去 pco^CoC J l^dl =全 pco^CifiL^ (b.7) 
Hence the ratio between the total thrust and total torque generated by the main blade 
is given by 
- = (b.8) 
T 4 Cl 
T 
If the pitch angle of the rotor blade only varies within a small range, then — can be 
r 




Unknown Parameter Vectors and Initial 
Estimation Values 
The unknown parameter vector in the point feature case is given as follow: 
m i l , Wi2, /7?13, Wi4, "721，mil, ni i- i , W24, /W3I,购2,爪33, W34,T 
WiiXi, W11X2, mi 1X3, mx2X\, mi2X2, mnXi, mnXi, W13X2, 
= W13X3, m2\X\, mixXi, m2\Xz, 2^2X1,17222X2, W22X3, (c.l) 
_X2, W23X3, W31X1, W31X2，W31X3, m32Xi, 17132X2, niiiX^, 
m^iXi, W33X3 �39xi 
Where /% stands for the entry at the 产 column and f ^ row of the perspective 
projection matrix M. xi，；c2，X3 denote the x, y, and z coordinates of the feature point 
in the inertial frame. The initial estimation of in our simulation is given below: 
r/ 1'' 
(wii, mn, mi3, mi4,m2i, 11122, _，附24, msi, W32, 
77733, m34, /WlXi,历丨丨太2, mi 1X3, W12X1, W12X2, m,2x3,)x0.7 
-Ol3Xi，mi3X2，Wi3X3，)X1.3, (W2lXi，m2iX2’ W21X3， , n、 
0/^(0)= � 1 (c.2) 
W22X1，77722^ 2，^ 22X3, 2^3^ 1，^ 23^ 2，历23^ 3，) X 1 J 
(W31X1, W31X2，/773iX3,)X1.3 (m32Xl,爪32幻，W32X3, 
_m33Xi,m33X2, W33X3)X0.7 丄39 
With respect to the line feature case, the unknown parameter vector is a 108 by 1 
vector, 
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01,2, 01,3，02,1,02,3, 03,1, 03,2’ 04,2，04,3, 05,1，05,3，06,1，06,2, 07,2，07,3，08,1，08,3, 
09,1,09.2,010,2, 010,3, 011,1, 011,3, 012,1, 012,2, 013,2,013,3 5 014,1, 014.3, 015,1, 015,2, 
016,2，016,3，017,1,017,3 ’ 018,1,018,2, 019,2 ’ 019,3，020,1 ’ 020,3，021,1，021,2，022,2 ’ 022,3, 
Q _ 023,1，023,3，024,1，024,2，925,2，025,3，026,1, 026,3，027,1，027,2,028,1，028,2，028,3, 029,1’ (^Q 3) 
029.2, 029,3, 030,1，030,2，030,3 ’ 031,1，031,2，031,3，032,1, 032,2 ’ 032,3 ’ 033,1, 033,2,033,3， 
034,1，034,2, 034,3, 035,1, 035,2，035,3, 036,1，036,2，036,3，037,1, 037,2, 037,3 , 038,1, 038,2 , 
038.3, 039,1，039,2，039,3’ 040,1，040,2, 040,3, 041,1,041,2, 041,3，042,1 ’ 042,2’ 042,3, 043,1， 
0 4 3 , 2 ， 0 4 3 , 3 , 0 4 4 , 1 , 0 4 4 , 2 ， 0 4 4 , 3 , 0 4 5 , 1 , 0 4 5 , 2 ， 0 4 5 , 3 � i 0 8 x l 
Whose initial estimation is given as below: 
9/(1:30) = 6/(1:30) X 0.8 
§/(31:50) = e/(31:50)xl . l 
e/(51:80) = G/(51:80)x0.9 




The Cauchy inequality states that for all vectors x, and y of an inner product 
space*, 
(x,y)f <(x ,x) - (y ,y ) (d.l) 
The equality holds if and only if x and y are linearly dependent. 
Proof 
Consider the inner product 
\ �y，y�y’ ( y , y ) 7 ( y , y ) ' ( .2) 
And expand the RHS we have: 
[静’ X-静〉+ x〉4絲〉+〈静絲〉 
如 〉 普 y � + | & y � _ 
如〉 - 2 M � x ， y � + f 
如〉-帶” 
Therefore 
/ V (x ,y)- (x ,y) 
�X，X�2 (y,y) _ 
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Since ( y , y ) > 0 , hence we have 
〈 X ’ x ) ( y , y ) > 〈 X ， y ) •〈X，y ) = | ( x , y ) f ( d . 5 ) 
Let 
f(X) = [ f � ’ f(X2)...f (d.6) 
g(X) = [g(Xi)，g(X2)...f (d.7) 
be two vectors with infinite number of elements, and with x„+i -x„= Ax, then using 
the Cauchy inequality，we have 
� f � , f ( x ) � � g ( x ) , g � � > {f(x), g(x)�• (fix), g �� （d.8) 
This can be written as: 
\ A 2 (d.9) 
> (f(Xl )g(Xi ) + f(^ 2 )g02 ) + .. -KXn )g(x„ ) + …） 
Then multiply (AxY to the right of the both sides, we have 
\ 八 ) (d.lO) 
>(f(A;,)g(x,) + f(X2)g(X2) + ...f(x«)g(x„) + ...)' 
Since 
( g 2 � + g2 � + ...g2 � + 
� (d.ll) 
= ( f 2 ) Ax + f 2 (X2) Ax + …f 2 (jc„) Ax + …)口 
(g2 (xi) Ax + g2 + …g2 (X,,) Ax + …） 
And 
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(f(Xl )g(Xi) + f{X2 )g(X2 ) + …fCx„ ) + …）（ 
2 (d.l2) 
二 (f(Xi)g(Xi)Ax + f(X2)g(;£;2)Ax + …f(x„)gO:„)Ax + …） 
As A x 0 , 
(f 2 (Xi )Ax + f 2 (;C2 )Ax + ...f 2 (x„ )Ax + ...)• 
(g2(々)Ax + g2(A:2)Ax + ...g2(;c,,)Ax + .") (d. l3) 
• • 
And 
(f(;c,)g(;c,) + f(X2)g(X2) + …f(X„)g(;0 + …)2 (Axf 
� 2 (d. l4) 
=f(A:)g(x>ix 
\ •‘ / 
Thus as a special case of (d.lO), we have: 
•f 2 (x)dx JV (xy/x > ( ( d . 15) 
This concludes the proof. 
*An inner product space is a vector space with an operation called inner product, or 
dot product, or scalar product that has the following properties: 
{ax,y) = a{x,y) 
{x + z,y) = {x,y) + {z,y) 
� x， y � = � y， x � 
( x , x ) > 0 
(x, X � = 0 if and only if x = 0 




Equation of angular momentum 
^ L = rxtJmv = -sk{r)sk{r)Sni(d = (^ I^ co (E. 1) 
Total moment and product of inertia 
I. Shi = "X sk{r)sk{r)Sm, = - (E.2) 
/=i ;=i 
For the rotor blades shown below, each blade has a length of r，and is rotating at a 
constant speed Q . 
Center of Mass ^ 
Figure E.l Illustration of rotating rotor blades 
Expand the equation of moment and product of inertia 
{rl + r�)dm - t^Vydm - ^rxndm 
-sk{r)sk{r)dm = - ^r^rydm j{rx +r^)clm - J V , * (E.3) 
, * • 2 2 -rxTzdm - Vyr^dm {ry + Vx )dm 
_ J J _ 
The blade is considered to be symmetrical about the z axis, therefore all the products 
of inertia containing y\ vanish, and the inertia matrix becomes 
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(r/ +ry)dm - Vxrydm 0 
1 . ( 0 = -\r,rydm dm 0 (E.5) 
0 0 \ { r i + r i ) d m 
Since the r} • r}，r�，it can be neglected, 
- r 2 r 一 
Yydm - YxTydm 0 
1 . ( 0 = -\r.rydm 0 (E.6) 
0 0 
Since the blades are rotating about a fixed axis w.r.t. the body frame, assume that the 
mass of the blades is uniformly distributed along the length, and let the mass per 
length be rrirkg / meter，we have 
r x = r cos(nO，fy = r sin(Q/) • (E.7) 
s\nt)mr�r^dr -s{Q.t)c{0.t)mr「r^dr 0 
J"厂 J-r 
J-r 
0 0 nir (E.8) 
r s\Qt) -s{Q.t)c{Qt) 0_ 
二 ^ ^ -s{Qt)c{Qt) c\nt) 0 
3 0 0 1 
Therefore the inertia matrix at time t expressed in the body fixed frame is 
� s \ Q . t ) -s{Q.t)c{'[lt) 0 ' 
1,(0 = ~-——s{'^t)c{Q.t) c\0.t) 0 (E.9) 
3 0 0 1 
Coupling the rotor to the rigid body, the angular velocity of the rotor blades becomes 
(0, =co + Qk (E.IO) 
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the Newton's equation of rotation motion of the helicopter becomes 
— dt dt 
= + RI,(/)co, +I/,CB + I , ( / ) (I) , (E.IO) 
= (0X ( I / , © + Ir ( 0 « / - ) + l/,cb + Ir 
= ( 0 X (I；, + 1 , (0)co + ( 0 x l , ( / ) Q k + (I/, + 1 , (0)cb + i . (Oco 
where k denotes the unit vector in the z direction of the body fixed frame. 
It can be proven that the inertia of the rotor blades can be approximated as that of a 
disk rotating about a point not at its center of mass. This will be shown in simulation. 
The inertia of the rotating disk is a diagonal matrix, 
Io=diag( / f , /2 ' , /3 ' ) (E.ll) 
Let 
4「1/2 0 0" 
= 0 1/2 0 (E.12) 
L 0 0 1 
Then the Newton's equation (E.IO) becomes 
r = CO X (I/, +I/j)(0 + a)xI/)Qk + (I；, +I/j)cb (E.13) 
Rearrange equations (E.IO) and (E.13), we have the following dynamics equations 
(b 二 (I/, +1. (/))"' [ r - ( ( o x ( I , , + I , (/))co + CO X I , (OQk + 1 (/)C0)] (E.14) 
(b = (I/, + ID)"' [ r - (CO X (h + I/))(o + (0 X IdQR)] (E. 15) 
Consider the rotor blades rotating at lOOOrpm, assume the mass distribution of the 
blade to be njr = OAkg / m, and the radius of the rotor disk to be r = 0.6m ’ set the 
mass distribution of the rotor disk as m,) = 0.29kg / m^. Starting from rest, the rotor 
disk is applied with a constant torque r = [0’l,0f ’ it is shown by the profile of the 
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angular velocity in Figure E.2 that rotating disk dynamics can capture the key features 
of the rotating blades' dynamics. 
Rotating Blades As a Disc 
0.21 -7 1 1 Rotating Blades 
Neglect Inertia Changing Rate 
Modelled By A Disc 
、： w w w V v w ^ 
0.5 1 1-5 2 2.5 3 
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EO^ A A A A A A 汽到 
L_ I L- 1 I 
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t 
X 10.3 
11 1 1 1 1 —I 1 
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t 
Figure E.2 Angular velocity profile of the rotating blades vs. rotating disk 
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